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Why do you 
need an 

academic 
website?

https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/do-you-need-
your-own-website-while-on-the-job-market/35825

• People can find you and your work before/after a conference 

• You provide an engaging presentation of the information listed on your CV

• You can send a URL of your materials

Eszter Hargittai: “I’ve been continually surprised over the years about how many academics fail to take 
advantage of the Web as a medium for disseminating their work. This seems especially important in the case of 
those actively seeking a job in the near future.”

“…if you’re going on the job market soon, you can reasonably assume that the search committees will put 
your name into Google (or Bing?) to see what they can learn about you.” - Posner, Varner, and Croxall

https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/do-you-need-your-own-website-while-on-the-job-market/35825


Think about 
what to 
include on 
your site

About you

CV

Teaching Statement

Courses that you have taught

Publications

Language Panda ☺



Sample pages

• https://my.vanderbilt.edu/staceymjohnson/

• https://my.vanderbilt.edu/lynnramey/

• https://my.vanderbilt.edu/alexismcbride/

https://my.vanderbilt.edu/staceymjohnson/
https://my.vanderbilt.edu/lynnramey/
https://my.vanderbilt.edu/alexismcbride/


Getting started:



Create your 
username



Log in and access your 
dashboard



Choose your theme

*Make minor 
customizations by 
clicking “customize”



If you’d like, upload a header picture



Edit your 
home page

Choose a title

Add a picture

Write some text



Link to your department, CSLS and other important sites



Add a page!



Add media. 
Remember 

to think 
about 

accessibility

Add the alt text to 
describe your 
photograph



Add media. 
Remember 

to think 
about 

accessibility

Remember to turn on captions on your YouTube 
video and consider adding a transcript



Limitations

My Vanderbilt Pages are great, but… 

1) You cannot embed HTML code on your site. 

For example: If you have a Language Panda project, you 
will need to provide a link to the materials. You can’t 
directly embed them on the site.

2) You will need to export the site when you leave 
Vanderbilt.

3) You cannot add plugins to change the page’s functions 
or make major changes to the page’s layout.



Getting help



What do I do after I 
graduate from Vandy?
• Back up your my.vanderbilt.edu Wordpress
site and then use Tools→ Export to transfer 
the content to another Worpress site or 
another platform


